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My name is Michael O’Toole President SCO Fire & Life safety.
I have been in fire protection for 23 years and this is my personal opinioon about the newest scam in
fire protection…. Please note these are my views and opinions as a professional I want you to make
the judgment yourself…
The newest and probably the most dangerous scam is the FIRE EXTINGUISHR IN A CAN your
going to pay $20.00 or so for this unit and the flashy can and promo will make you think its money
well spent….
ITS NOT!!!!! The ULC acknowledged that the people who make it did testing on the unit and it
DOES NOT DO HARM however the ULC did not give this new product a rating???? Any fire
extinguisher in Canada must have a rating based on its capability to extinguish a fire. If it doesn’t
have a rating then it’s a novelty item PERIOD don’t waste your money… Do you really want to
attempt to use this item in an emergency only to find its empty or impossible to control!!!
NO YOU DON’T there is no substitute for a real fire extinguisher and proper maintainance.
PERIOD!!! STOP making excuses!!! Buy a real fire extinguisher and take the time to know what is
required as the owner of the home and please DON’T BE CHEAP!!! It could mean your life .
Remember there is no magic chemical to put out fire!!! In the end its always the user and the product
that is rated that get the job done in a fire emergency!!!
That a professional’s opinion you can take it any way you want. But the big box store that sells these
products can’t give you professional advice because they are not qualified to do so. If you find your
self at one of these big stores an you see this unit look a little harder and buy the all metal 5lbs ABC
unit now that’s worth the money. I said it in the past and I will say it again . I don’t care where you
buy your extinguisher as long as you buy the right one!!! My name is Michael O’Toole and that’s my
opinion.
Thank You and make
Your first intention
Fire prevention

DON’T FALL FOR THIS PRODUCTS FALSE CLAIMS!!!!
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